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1. I am the Chief Operating Officer, Operations for the Canadian Wheat Board ("the 

CWB") and have held that position since February 2004. Prior to that time, I have been 

employed by the CWB in various capacities since 1991. My positions at the CWB have included 

Executive Vice President - Marketing, Vice President of Transportation & Country Operations, 

Assistant Vice President - Grain Transportation Division, Head of Corporate Policy and 

Marketing Manager for the Asia-Pacific desk. I have a Masters degree in Agricultural 

Economics from the University of Saskatchewan (1988) and operated a grain farm in 

Saskatchewan from 1981 to 1989. As such I have knowledge of the matters hereinafter deposed 

to, except where they are stated to be based on information and belief, in which case I believe 

them to be true. 

Background 

2. On May 29, 2002 the Tribunal granted the CWB leave to intervene in the 

Commissioner's application in respect of the acquisition by United Grain Growers Limited 

("UGG") of Agricore Cooperative Ltd. (the "Section 92 Application") that is associated with 

both the current Section 106 application seeking to set aside the Consent Agreement of October 

17, 2002 (the "Section 106 Application") and the current motion for interim relief seeking an 

extension of time for the divestiture (the "Motion"). Attached as Exhibits 1, 2 and 3 respectively 

are the Tribunal's reasons for decision in respect of the CWB's prior intervention application, the 

CWB's Notice of Request and the supporting affidavit of Adrian C. Measner dated February 19, 

2002. 

3. On August 26, 2005, the CWB sought clarification as to its status in the Section 106 

Application. On Friday September 2, 2005 the Tribunal directed that the question on which the 

CWB was granted leave to intervene in the Section 92 Application was not relevant to the 

current application. The Tribunal further directed that should the CWB wish to pursue its 

request for intervenor status in respect of the Section 106 Application and/or of the Motion, it 

should file its letter of request on or before 5 p.m. on Wednesday September 7, 2005. This 

application by the CWB for leave to intervene in both the Section 106 Application and the 

Motion is brought in response to that direction. 
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The Canadian Wheat Board 

4. The CWB is a producer-controlled marketing organization. A 15-member Board of 

Directors governs the CWB. Producers from across Western Canada elect 10 of the Directors 

and the Government of Canada appoints the remaining five (including the President and Chief 

Executive Officer). The Board of Directors is responsible for the overall governance of the 

corporation and its strategic direction. 

5. The CWB is a corporation incorporated pursuant to the provisions of the Canadian 

Wheat Board Act, R.S., c. C-12 (the "CWB Act"). The statutory object of the corporation is to 

market grain grown in Western Canada in an orderly manner in interprovincial and export trade. 

As determined by its Board of Directors, the CWB's vision is to unite western Canadian grain 

farmers as the world-recognized, premier grain marketer and its mission is to market and provide 

quality products and services in order to maximize value to its owners, western Canadian grain 

farmers. 

6. The CWB is not, as the Applicant, UGG, rather colourfully defines in its materials, a 

"monopoly". Rather the CWB Act and the regulations passed under it make the CWB the single

desk seller of wheat, durum and barley grown in Western Canada and intended for export or 

domestic human consumption ("CWB grains"). While all CWB grains must pass through the 

CWB, as the CWB's vision and mission confirm, the CWB acts in the interests of Western 

Canadian wheat and barley farmers to obtain the best return for their products that the 

marketplace will allow. The CWB is most certainly not driven by the anti-competitive motives 

that I must presume the Applicant's use of the term "monopoly" is meant to imply. 

7. Every crop year approximately 70,000 producers deliver their CWB grains over the 

course of the crop year to primary elevator companies that act as handling agents for the CWB. 

In the vast majority of cases the CWB's agents issue an "initial" payment on behalf of the CWB 

for the grain that each producer delivers. This payment reflects the CWB's initial price for the 

particular grain in question delivered instore Vancouver or St. Lawrence, less deductions made 

by the elevator agent for transportation related charges and handling charges (e.g., cleaning, 

primary elevation, weighing and inspection, etc.). The initial payment represents a substantial 

portion of the total payment that producers will receive for their grain. The balance is distributed 
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through "adjustment" and "interim" payments as sales are made with a "final" payment being 

made generally within five or six months of the end of the crop year. The Canadian crop year 

runs from August 1st to July 31st. All payments are based on the particular tonnage, class, grade, 

and protein of the grain that the producer delivers. In a relatively small number of cases 

producers can select one of the alternate forms of payment that the CWB offers known as 

"Producer Payment Options" or "PPO's". 

8. The CWB markets the grain that it receives to over 70 countries around the world. 

Annual sales revenues are in the range of $4 billion to $6 billion (Canadian). All of the money 

received from the sale of all CWB grain is pooled into one of four "pool accounts" (wheat, 

durum, barley, and designated or malt barley). After deducting the CWB's operating costs, all of 

the sales revenue earned by the CWB is returned to producers. This results in roughly 96% to 

98% or more of all sales proceeds being returned to producers. The amount that each pool 

participant ultimately receives for their CWB grain is the pooled price that the CWB is able to 

obtain during the year on sales of the particular class, grade and protein of the grain that the 

producer delivered, net of operating expenses. Any increase in the operating costs of the CWB 

results in a reduction in the return to producers of CWB grains. 

Grain Companies in Canada 

9. From my review of the materials filed in both the Section 92 and the Section 106 

Applications, grain companies in Canada appear to have been categorized as "integrated" 

companies which have both port and country facilities and "independent" companies which have 

only country facilities. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 application, the CWB 

conducts business with both integrated and independent companies. Both the integrated and 

independent companies act as CWB handling agents in the country in respect of CWB grain 

delivered to their respective primary elevator facilities by producers. However, in their capacity 

as terminal owners, the integrated companies do not act as agents for the CWB. Rather, they 

supply terminal facility services to the CWB as independent parties. In this regard it should be 

noted that the CWB owns no elevator facilities whatsoever. Once CWB grain has been delivered 

in the country to a particular companies' primary elevator facility the cost of transferring that 

grain to a different country facility is prohibitive. Thus, the CWB requires access to that 
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particular company for terminal facility services whether those services are provided by the 

company itself (in the case of an integrated company) or by a terminal with whom the owner of 

the country facility has entered into a terminal access arrangement (in the case of independent 

companies). 

10. At the Port of Vancouver, at the time of the Section 92 Application, there were four 

integrated companies: the merged entity Agricore United ("Agricore United"), Saskatchewan 

Wheat Pool ("SWP"), James Richardson International ("JRI") and Cargill Canada Ltd. 

("Cargill"). As of the date of this affidavit the same four integrated companies continue to 

operate at the Port of Vancouver, however, the ownership interests have changed somewhat as 

follows: 

• Agricore United owns 100% of the United Grain Growers Limited ("UGG") terminal, 

now owns 100% of Pacific Elevators and has retained its 50% interest in Cascadia 

Terminal. 

• SWP remains the sole owner of its facility but no longer has any interest in Pacific 

Elevators, having divested of its 30% interest to Agricore United. 

• JRI remains the sole owner of its facility. 

• Cargill continues to have a 50% interest in Cascadia Terminal. 

11. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 Application the independent companies 

fall roughly into two categories, namely larger entities with multiple primary elevator facilities 

and smaller entities most of which own only a single grain handling facility in the country. 

Louis Dreyfus Canada Ltd., N. M. Paterson & Sons Limited and Parrish & Heimbecker Limited 

("P & H") remain in the category of larger independent companies. Conagra Grain Canada has 

sold its four facilities to JRI. The number of smaller entities has remained relatively constant 

with the most noteworthy developments in that regard being the purchase of Mainline Terminal 

by P & Hand the ownership changes arising as a result of the Tribunal's orders in respect of the 

divestiture of Agricore United country facilities. 
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12. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 Application because the independent 

grain companies do not own port terminal facilities, it remains the situation that these 

independent grain companies depend on the four integrated grain companies for access to port 

terminal facilities. 

13. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 Application the integrated 

compames can determine the economic viability of independent companies through their 

ownership of terminal elevators because the ability of an independent company to compete for 

the farmers' grain in Western Canada often depends on: 

a) the level of diversion payments paid out to independent grain 

companies in return for the processing of their origins at port, 

and 

b) the granting of terminal authorization to unload the 

independent companies' cars at port. 

Accordingly, ownership of the port terminal facilities continues to effect 

competitiveness throughout the grain industry. 

Grain Terminal Facilities at the Port of Vancouver 

14. The port terminal grain handling services in the Port of Vancouver are as essential to 

the CWB's operations today as they were at the time of the Section 92 Application. 

15. In each of the crop years 1999-2000 and 2000-2001, an average of 8.9 million tonnes 

("MT") of CWB grains passed through these facilities, accounting for approximately 47.5% of 

CWB grains exported. The Vancouver facilities in which Agricore United now has a complete 

or partial interest (Pacific Terminals, UGG Terminal and Cascadia Terminal) collectively 

handled an average of 62.5% of all CWB grain unloads in Vancouver in both of those years. 
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16. In the crop years 2001-2002 to 2003-2004, the following quantities of CWB grains 

passed through the terminal facilities in the West Coast ports of Vancouver and Prince Rupert: 

2001-2002 16.724 6.975 41.7 1.099 

2002-2003 9.039 1.975 21.85 1.687 

2003-2004 16.544 5.687 34.38 2.792 

17. During this time, the Vancouver facilities in which Agricore United now has a 

complete or partial interest (Pacific Terminals, UGG Terminal and Cascadia Terminal) 

collectively handled an average of 52.5% of all CWB grain unloads in Vancouver during of 

those years. 

18. The terminal facility at Prince Rupert is owned by a consortium of the owners of the 

integrated terminal facilities located in Vancouver. The owners of the Prince Rupert facility 

jointly decide whether and for how long that facility will open each year. 

19. The sharp drop in exports during the 2002-03 crop year was as a result of a lockout of 

Vancouver terminal workers by the owners thereof. To compound matters, that year the Prairies 

also experienced the worst drought in modem memory. The lower than average numbers in 

2003-04 reflect the lingering effects of that drought. 

20. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 Application there remains a limited 

ability to shift tonnage of CWB grain between the Canadian West Coast ports (Vancouver and 

Prince Rupert) and other Canadian and U.S. ports in an attempt to enhance terminal competition 

at Vancouver. West Coast ports continue to yield the greatest returns for Western producers of 

CWB grain and the use of alternative facilities results in reduced returns for those producers. 

21. At the time of the Section 92 Application the CWB's 10-year forecast of annual 

Canadian grain and oilseeds exports showed an overall increase to 27.lMT by 2008-2009. A 
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portion of that increase in trade was projected to come from markets traditionally served through 

West Coast ports, including Vancouver. The CWB's latest 10-year forecast of Canadian grain 

and oilseeds exports continues to predict an overall increase, however, that increase has been 

revised downward slightly to 25.8MT per year by 2010-2011. The West Coast ports are 

expected to handle 14.9MT of that total by 2011, up from the 1997-2001 average annual handle 

of 13.5MT. Accordingly, the Port of Vancouver is expected to remain a key export corridor for 

the sale of CWB grains. 

The Anti-Competitive Effect on the CWB if No Divestiture is Ordered and the 
Comparability of Today's Fact-situation with the Circumstances that Existed at the Time 
of the Section 92 Application 

22. I have reviewed the affidavit of Murdoch McKay, as well as the Statement of 

Grounds and Material Facts filed in support of Agricore United's Section 106 Application. As I 

understand Agricore United's position, it is requesting that the Consent Agreement entered into 

on October 17, 2002 between itself and the Commissioner of Competition be set aside on the 

basis that the circumstances that led to the making of the Consent Agreement have changed 

significantly. In support, Agricore United states that: 

a) There are reduced exports at the Port of Vancouver and therefore there is excess 

capacity at the port terminals. 

b) The amount of ''uncommitted" grain shipped to the Port of Vancouver by 

Independent Grain Companies in Western Canada that would be available to a 

prospective purchaser has "diminished dramatically" as a result of both consolidation 

among grain companies in Western Canada and exclusive long-term handling 

agreements entered into by Independent Grain Companies and port terminal operators 

in the Port of Vancouver. As a result, a prospective purchaser will not be able to 

secure enough independent grain to operate the terminal on a sustainable basis. 

c) Agricore United acknowledges that a prospective purchaser would be able to secure 

enough grain if that purchaser entered into an agreement with the CWB. However, 
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Agricore United takes the position that a direct contract between CWB and the 

prospective purchaser would adversely affect the grain handling industry and 

therefore it is not a viable solution. 

23. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 Application the CWB remams 

concerned that any further consolidation of the terminal capacity at the Port of Vancouver would 

further enhance the market power that now exists in that market. This in turn would adversely 

impact access to facilities, prices, and quality of service both at the Port of Vancouver and 

upstream at the primary grain elevator level. As noted above, any increase in operating costs 

will have a direct impact on the CWB and therefore on Western Canadian farmers. 

24. The existing market power at the Port of Vancouver continues to manifest itself in the 

terminals' posted tariffs. These tariffs have risen continuously from before the Section 92 

Application to the present day without a commensurate increase in the level or quality of 

services provided. These tariffs remain a significant cost to the CWB and therefore to Western 

Canadian farmers. Any increase in terminal tariffs of any kind will ultimately impact the return 

to producers either directly, when they deliver their grain in the country, or indirectly, through 

lower pool distributions resulting from increased operating costs for the CWB. 

25. For example, every tonne of CWB grain that passes through a terminal in Vancouver 

is subject to a "FOBbing" charge for loading grain onto a vessel. This is in addition to terminal 

tariffs for various services and programs that the CWB requests and in addition to terminal tariffs 

for inward weighing & inspection and cleaning that producers pay when they deliver their CWB 

grain to the elevators in the country. At the time of the Section 92 Application, FOBbing charges 

were in the range of $8 to $10 per tonne depending on the facility that handled the grain and the 

product in question. Today the range is $9.75 to $11.55 per tonne. 

26. It is also noteworthy that despite the drastic reduction in exports and notwithstanding 

the Applicants suggestion of excess terminal capacity in Vancouver, tariffs in Vancouver have 

not come down over time and in fact have increased. As noted above, total CWB exports in 

2002-03 dropped to just over 9MT and total exports through Vancouver dropped to just under 
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2MT. These reductions were consistent with the overall reduction in total grain and oilseed 

exports through Vancouver, which went from 10.1 lMT in 2001-02 down to 3.91MT in 2002-03 

and back up to 9.28MT in 2003-04. However, during that time frame average posted elevation 

tariffs in Vancouver, to choose just one example, increased from $7. 73 in 2001-02 to $8.10 in 

2002-03 to $8.48 in 2003-04. 

27. As was the case at the time of the Section 92 Application market power in Vancouver 

also continues to manifest itself by the steadfast refusal of integrated companies not only to enter 

into but even to negotiate individual terminal agreements with the CWB. To date, the CWB still 

has individual terminal agreements with only two terminals, Hudson Bay Terminals (Omnitrax) 

in the Port of Churchill and Mission Terminals in the Port of Thunder Bay. As was described in 

Mr. Measner's affidavit (Exhibit 3 hereto), in the fall of 2000, the CWB proposed the 

implementation of individual terminal agreements with the integrated companies in the Port of 

Vancouver to specify a guaranteed level of terminal space and number of CWB unloads for a 

negotiated rate. The CWB's willingness to enter into such terminal capacity agreements has been 

repeated on a number of occasions since and the owners of these facilities have clearly 

acknowledged the CWB's desire to enter such agreements. However, nothing has changed in 

this regard since the Section 92 Application. 

28. With respect to the change in circumstance that the Applicant alleges has taken place, 

the CWB is of the view that none of the changes have been material to the issue at hand. From 

the CWB's perspective, there is nothing that has transpired since October 17, 2002 that has 

improved the competitive situation in Vancouver. On the contrary it has, if anything worsened. 

Unique Perspective of the Canadian Wheat Board 

29. As noted above the CWB is the direct representative of Western Canadian producers 

of wheat and barley and is a major user of terminal facilities at the Port of Vancouver. In my 

view the CWB's role and extensive involvement in the industry make it particularly well-placed 

to comment on the changes that have taken place in Vancouver and elsewhere and on their 

materiality. Moreover, the CWB takes great issue with the suggestion that a terminal capacity 
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agreement between the CWB and a prospective purchaser would in any way adversely affect the 

Western Canadian grain handling industry. Only the CWB can comment fully on that issue. 

30. Accordingly, the CWB continues to have a unique perspective on the potential 

competitive effects of the acquisition and the extent to which divestiture would provide an 

adequate remedy and on the effects that rescinding the Consent Agreement and/or extending the 

deadline to complete the divestiture as contemplated in that Agreement would have on the CWB 

and on the W estem Canadian grain industry. 

Extent of Intervention 

31. The CWB would be satisfied with the same restrictions on its intervention as were 

imposed in the Tribunal's order of May 29, 2002, namely: 

a) That the Canadian Wheat Board be allowed to participate in the proceedings and be 

permitted: 

I. to review any discovery transcripts and access any discovery documents of the 

parties to the application but not direct participation in the discovery process, 

subject to confidentiality orders; 

11. to call viva voce evidence on the following conditions and containing the 

following information: ( 1) the names of the witnesses sought to be called; (2) the 

nature of the evidence to be provided and an explanation as to what issue within 

the scope of the intervention such evidence would be relevant; (3) a 

demonstration that such evidence is not repetitive, that the facts to be proven have 

not been adequately dealt with in the evidence so far; and ( 4) a statement that the 

Commissioner had been asked to adduce such evidence and had refused; 

iii. to cross-examine witnesses at the hearing of the application to the extent that it is 

not repetitive of the cross-examination of the parties to the application; 

1v. to submit legal arguments at the hearing of the application that are non-repetitive 

in nature and at any pre-hearing motions or pre-hearing conferences; and 

v. to introduce expert evidence which is within the scope of its intervention in 

accordance with the procedure set out in the Competition Tribunal Rules, 

SOR/94-290, and case management. 
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b) And that UGG not be permitted to seek documentary and oral discovery of the CWB. 

32. The CWB will, of course, respect any confidentiality orders that may be in place. 

Purpose of Affidavit 

33. I make this affidavit in support of the request of the Canadian Wheat Board for leave 

to intervene in both the Section 106 Application and the Motion and not for any improper 

purpose. 

~ "--.~ff~~T\V-~)\ \ \v-r )~ BEFDRE ME at the City of ) 
'\ Winnipeg, Manitoba this 7th day ) 
·~ 'Jf Septenber, 2 05 ) 

~~·~ 
otary Public n and for the Province 
anitoba. 

Ward Weisensel 
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[l] On January 2, 2002, following the acquisition by United Grain Growers Limited (''UGG'') of 
Agricore Cooperative Ltd. ("Agricore''), the Commissioner of Competition (the "Commissioner") filed an 
application pursuant to section 92 of the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34 (the "Act") for: (a) an 
order or orders against the respondent pursuant to section 92 of the Act requiring the respondent to divest, 
at the respondent's option: (i) all of its interests in the Pacific Elevators Limited ("Pacific") grain terminal at 
the Port of Vancouver (as more fully described in paragraph 21 of the Statement of Grounds and Material 
Facts dated December 19, 2001) (the "Statement of Grounds and Material Facts"), Western Pool 
Terminals Limited ("WPTL") and the Loan Agreement between Pacific, WPTL and Alberta Wheat Pool 
dated January 11, 1996; or (ii) UGG's grain terminal at the Port of Vancouver (as more fully described in 
paragraph 21 of the Statement of Grounds and Material Facts); and (b) such further orders as may be 
appropriate. 

[2] While the Commissioner's position is that there are two options: either the divestiture of the UGG 
facility or the divestiture of the respondent's 70 percent interest in the Pacific terminal as a whole, the 
respondent submits that there should be a third option; namely, the divestiture of the so-called Pacific 1 
terminal. 

[3] The existence of a substantial lessening of competition ("SLC") in the market for port terminal 
grail handling services in the Port of Vancouver bas been agreed to by the parties for the purpose of this 
proceeding and is not at issue in this application. The sole substantive issue in this proceeding is what 
divestiture will effectively address this SLC; specifically whether the divestiture of the Pacific 1 terminal 
would satisfy the four conditions set out in paragraph 77 of the Statement of Grounds and Material Facts. 
Both parties agree that a divestiture that satisfies these four conditions would be sufficient to remedy the 
SLC. 

[4] A request for leave to intervene in the proceedings was filed by the Canadian Wheat Board (the 
"CWB') on February 19, 2002. This request was decided orally at a hearing on May 15, 2002. The 
CWB was granted leave to intervene on the substantive issue. The following are the reasons for the order. 

[5) The CWB is a farmer controlled marketing organization which is incorporated pursuant to the 
provisions of the Canadian Wheat Board Act, R.S.C. 1985 c. C-24. The statutory object of the 
corporation is to market grain grown in W estem Canada in interprovincial and export trade. Its mission is 
to market quality products and services in order to maximize returns to Western Canadian grain 
producers. All of the money received by the CWB for the sale of CWB grains is combined into one of 
four accounts (wheat, durwn, barley and designated (i.e. malt) barley) and, after deducting the CWB's 
operating costs, the sales revenue earned is returned to producers. Any increase in the operating costs of 
the CWB results in a reduction in the return to producers. 

[ 6] The CWB is concerned that enhanced market power not adequately remedied will adversely 
impact access to facilities, price levels and quality of service both at the Port of Vancouver and primary 
grain elevator levels, thus, resulting in competitive consequences affecting the CWB and the producers that 
it represents. More specifically, the CWB submits that the alternative partial divestiture proposed by the 



respondent in the Commissioner's application will not adequately remedy the substantial lessening or 
prevention of competition arising from the acquisition. Therefore, the CWB alleges that it is directly 
affected by the matters at issue in the application, which is to determine whether the divestiture of the 
Pacific 1 Terminal or other alternate remedies satisfy the four conditions set out in paragraph 77 of the 
Statement of Grounds and Material Facts. 

[7] The CWB also alleges that it has a unique perspective on the potential competitive effects of the 
acquisition and the extent to which the partial divestiture proposed by UGG would provide an adequate 
remedy because it is the direct representative of Western Canadian producers of wheat and barley and is 
a major user of terminal facilities at the Port of Vancouver. 

[8] The Commissioner supports the intervention of the CWB as counsel submits that the request 
satisfies the test for granting intervenor status set out in subsection 9(3) of the Competition Tribunal Act, 
R.S.C. 1985, c.19 (2nd Supp.), and in the jurisprudence of the Tribunal. 

[9] Counsel for the respondent submits that the test for granting intervenor status has not been satisfied 
by the CWB and that the request for leave to intervene should be denied Counsel submits that the CWB 
has not demonstrated that it has unique knowledge of the matters in issue that would provide the Tribunal 
with a perspective different from the Commissioner's namely because of the narrowness of the issue 
between the parties as formulated in the pleadings. Counsel argues that CWB only asserts that because it 
is a customer it has a "unique perspective to 'bring to bear' on the potential competitive effects of this 
acquisition". Further, counsel submits that the CWB intends to intervene in this case simply to express its 
view in favour of the Commissioner's position which is not a proper basis on which leave to intervene 
should be granted. 

(10] Counsel for the respondent also submits that the CWB should not be given leave to intervene as 
this would result in a prejudice to the respondent who may be required to divulge highly confidential 
information concerning its cost structure, margins, operations and future business plans. Counsel submits 
that the respondent has gone to great lengths to streamline this proceeding and to limit the scope of the 
issues by negotiating an arrangement with the Commissioner and that this result might be defeated by the 
participation of the CWB. 

[11] As stated in Director of Investigation and Research v. Tele-Direct (Reasons and Order 
Granting Requests for Leave to Intervene) 61 C.P.R. (3d) 528, [1995] C.C.T.D. No. 4 (QL), the test for 
granting intervenor status is set out in subsection 9(3) of the Competition Tribunal Act: 

Any person may, with leave of the Tribunal, intervene in any proceedings before the 
Tribunal, other than proceedings under Part VII.1 of the Competition Act, to make 
representations relevant to those proceedings in respect of any matter that affects that 
person. 



[12] Further, as previously stated in The Commissioner of Competition v. Canadian Waste Services 
Holdings (26 June 2000), CT2000002/20, Reasons and Order Granting Request for Leave to Intervene 
at paragraph 3, [2000] C.C.T.D. No. 10 (QL) (Comp. Trib.) referred to in Commissioner of 
Competition v. Air Canada [2001], C.C.T.D. No. 5 (QL) (Comp. Trib.) at paragraph 11, the Tribunal 
must be satisfied that all of the following elements are met in order to grant the status of intervenor: 

(a) The matter alleged to affect that person seeking leave to intervene must be legitimately 
within the scope of the Tribunal's consideration or must be a matter sufficiently relevant to 
the Tribunal's mandate (see Director of Investigation and Research v. Air Canada 
(1992), 46 C.P.R. (3d) 184 at 187, [1992], C.C.T.D. No. 24 (QL)). 

(b) The person seeking leave to intervene must be clirectly affected. The word "affects" has 
been interpreted in Air Canada, ibid., to mean "clirectly affects". 

( c) All representations made by a person seeking leave to intervene must be relevant to an 
issue specifically raised by the Commissioner (see Tele-Direct, cited above in§ [2]). 

( d) Finally, the person seeking leave to intervene must bring to the Tnbunal a unique 
or distinct perspective that will assist the Tnbunal in deciding the issues before it 
(see Washington v. Director of Investigation and Research, [1998] C.C.T.D. 
No. 4 (QL) (Comp. Trib.)). 

[13] I am of the view that the CWB has demonstrated that its request for leave to intervene satisfies the 
test stated above. In particular, CWB 's extensive involvement in the grain industry with producers clearly 
places it in a unique position to assist the Tribunal in its consideration of the effectiveness of the remedies 
that are proposed. 

[14] Confidentiality concerns raised by counsel for the respondent cannot by themselves constitute 
grounds for denying intervenor status. However, CWB will have to respect any confidentiality obligations 
arising by virtue of any confidentiality orders. 

[15] I am of the view that the CWB shall only be entitled to address the issues which I identify below, 
that will assist the Tribunal in making a decision on the Commissioner's application. Further, I took note 
of the fact that the CWB is prepared to agree to the conditions proposed by the Commissioner regarding 
the calling of witnesses which are stated at paragraph 31 of the Response of the Applicant to the Request 
for Leave to Intervene by the Canadian Wheat Board. I am of the view that those conditions will provide 
adequate and proper disclosure to the parties of the evidence intended to be called, if at all, by the CWB, 
and ensure that it is not repetitive or disruptive to the proceedings. 



FOR THESE REASONS, THE TRIBUNAL ORDERS THAT: 

[16] The Canadian Wheat Board is granted leave to intervene on the sole substantive issue of this 
proceeding: 

(a) whether the divestiture of the Pacific 1 Tenninal or other alternate remedies would satisfy the four 
conditions set out in paragraph 77 of the Statement of Grounds and Material Facts and will effectively 
remedy the substantial prevention or lessening of competition in the market for port terrninal grain handling 
services in the Port of Vancouver. 

[17] The Canadian Wheat Board shall be allowed to participate in the proceedings and is permitted: 

(a) to review any discovery transcripts and access any discovery documents of the parties to the 
application but not direct participation in the discovery process, subject to confidentiality orders; 

(b) to call viva voce evidence on the following conditions and containing the following infonnation: (1) 
the names of the witnesses sought to be called; (2) the nature of the evidence to be provided and an 
explanation as to what issue within the scope of the intervention such evidence would be relevant; (3) a 
demonstration that such evidence is not repetitive, that the to be facts proven have not been adequately 
dealt with in the evidence so far; and ( 4) a statement that the Commissioner had been asked to adduce 
such evidence and had refused; 

( c) to cross-examine witnesses at the hearing of the application to the extent that it is not repetitive of 
the cross-examination of the parties to the application; 

( d) to submit legal arguments at the hearing of the application that are non-repetitive in nature and at 
any pre-hearing motions or pre-hearing conferences; and 

( e) to introduce expert evidence which is within the scope of its intervention in accordance with the 
procedure set out in the Competition Tribunal Rules, SOR/94-290, and case management. 

[18] UGG shall not be permitted to seek documentary and oral discovery of the CWB. 

DATED at Ottawa, this 29th day of May, 2002. 

SIGNED on behalf of the Tribunal by the presiding judicial member 

(s)W.P. McKeown 
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The Canadian Wheat Board 
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Susan E. Paul 
Jeff Lindsay 
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TIIE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

JN TBE MATIER OF the Competition Act, R.S_C. 198S, c. C-34. as amended; 

AND IN THE MA Tr.ER OF the acquisition by the Commissioner of Competition under 
section 92 of the Competition Act; 

AND IN THE MATIER OF the acquisition by United Grain Growers Limited ofAgricore 
Cooperative Ltd_, a company engaged in tho grain handling business. 

BETWEEN: 

-'"'-'--~-------.. COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 
c·:sS''f~!:~l Nf3!,i';~Al 

rr~::::·t·J. r1:: ~.'.i e·:~:·;-::~~~-~! P 

~ C-1-?..o(J1.\Dl.)\ '.· 
\ ~2 ~~e 19 2002 COL- . 
\- --on~:,::.: ;N~~"' i,;t Q l.lNlTED GRAIN GROWERS LIMITED 

-AND-

REQUEST FOR LEAVE TO INTERVENE 
ON BEHALF OF THE CANADIAN WHEAT BOARD 

Applicant 

Respondent 

The Canadian Wheat Board ("the CWB") requests leave of the Competition Tribunal punuant to 
Section 9(3) of the Comp11tltlon Tribunal Act. RS.C. 1985, c_ 19, as amended, to intervene in 
these procccdhigs. In support of this request. the CWB intends to rely up on the Affidavit of 
Adrian C. Measner sworn February 19. 2002. 

1. Name and Address of the Proposed Intervenor: 

The Canadian Wheat Board 
423 Main Street 
P.O.Box816 
Station Main 
W'mnipeg, Manitoba 
R3C2P5 

/ 
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THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE MATIER OF the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-34. as amended; 

AND IN TBE MATTER OF the acquisition by the Commissioner ofC~mpetition under 
section 92 of the Competition Act; 

AND IN THE MATTER OF the acquisition by United Grain Growers Limited of Agricore 
·Cooperative Ltd., a company engaged in the grain handling business. 

BETWEEN: 

COMMISSIONER OF COMPEmION 

Applicant 

-AND-

UNITED GRAIN GROWERS LIMITED 

R~spondent · 

REQUEST FOR LEA VE TO INTERVENE 
· ON BEHALF OF THE CANADIAN WHEAT BOARD . 

. The Ca~adi~n Wheat Board ("the CWB 11
) requests leave of the Competirion Tribµnal pursuant to 

· Seetion 9(3) of the Competition Tribunal Act, R.S.C 1985,. c .. 19, .as arqe,ndeci. to intenr~n.e in 
tbes~ proceedings. In_ support of this request, the CWB intends. to rCty ·up ori the· .. Affi.dayitof .. 
Adrian c:· Measrter swom February 19. 2002. · · · · · 

L Name.aPd A~dre.ss of the Ptoposed Intervenor: 

The Canadian Wheat Board 
423_ Main Street 

· P.O. ;t3ox 816 
.· S,ta:tion Main • , . . 
· Winnipeg; Manitoba · 
~C2PS 

.. 
"" 

... .-
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Attention: James E. McLandress, General Counsel 

Telephone: 
Fax: 

(204) 984-2413 
(204) 983-5609 

Add!'ess for Service~ 

. Fraser Milner Casgrain LLP 
·P.O. Box: 100 · 
· 1 first Canadian Place 
Toronto, Ontario 
M5MlE8 

· Attention: Randal T_ Hughes 

. Phone: ( 416) 863-4446 
Fax: (416) 863-4592 
E-mail:randy;hughes@fmc-law.com 

2. The matters in i~sue that affect CWB and the competitive consequences arising from 
such matters: 

. . . 

. (a) The CWB is a farmer controlled marketing organization. It is a corporation 
. incorporated pursuant to the pro\risions of the Canadian Whe.at-Board Act, RS .. c. C.-12 (the 
ucW:B Act"). The statutory object of the corporation is to mark~t grain grown in Western Canada 
. in an orderly manner in interprovincial and . expon t.-ade. Its missjon is to market quiility 

·· products. and services in. order. to maximize returns to Western Canadian grain producers.. The 
CWB Act and the regUlations passed under it give the CWB exdusive jurisdi~tion over ~e 

·purchase and sale of wheat, durum and barley grown i11 Western Canada and i_ntemled for export 
or domestic human consumption ("CWB grains11r · · · · 

(b) All of the money received by the CWB fo~ the sale of CWB grains fs pooled i11to 
. one of four accounts (wheat. durum, barley and designated (i.e. malt) barley) and,. after deducting 
the CWB's operating costs~ all of the 5ales revenue earned.by the CWB is returned to producers . 

. ·Any. increase in the operating costs of the CWB results in a reduction in the return to producers 

. for CWB · gra,ins thauhe CWB markets on their behalf. · · ·· · · · 

. (c) .. The CWB does not own any grain handling facili~ies.in Canad(l, including any at . 
the Port of Vancouver;· and it therefore relies on grain handling services and· .. the f.tciHties 

· · provided by. both integrated and non-integrated companies. ·including United Grain Growers 
.· Limited. ("UGO") and. Agricore Cooperative Ltd. C'Agricore")~ . . ' 

. - . -· ·.:- ·_ - . . . . ' ... -.. ·:_ _. . . ' .. ·: _. 

. . ··(d) . ·The p6rt ter.mi~al wajn handling services in the Port of Vancouver are essential to 
. th~ CWB1s operations. In th(! Crop Years 1999~iooo and 2000-2.00I~.'an averag~ of·tr,9 million· 

· toimes of CWB ·grains passed through these facilities, accounting ·for approximately .41.5% per 
' - - - ' -. . .-... -. .· -· -· 

- ·- .... ; 

···. -. - . 
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cent of CWB grains exported. The Vancouver facilities in which the merged entity Agricore 
United will have a complete or partial interest (Pacific Terminals, UGG Terminal and Cascadia 
Terminal) collectively handled an average of 62.5% of all CWB grain un~oads in Vancouver in 
both of those years. 

( e) The Commissioner and the Respondent have agreed for the purposes of this 
Application that the acquisition by UGG of Agricore is likely to prevent or lessen competition 
substantially in the market for port terminal grain handling services in the Port of Vancouver. · 

(f) The CWB is concerned that any further consolidation of the terminal capacity at 
the Port of Vancouver will further enhance the considerable market power which now exists in 
that market. a:qy~r~~~h·.-_i,_mR~Gt~~g.access -t() facilities,· price~; l~yd:tarid qtiality);,lf;~~P.:'j~_:J?p1h,'\t 
the J?Qrt,Qf'Ya11~uy,er l1Qd;µp~~r:eam'a:t the primary grain elevatorJeveL - . ·- , - ·. ----

--. ' - - ,- · .• - : ·-:O.· .. -1-;- :·.". - ' •. _. ... ·... ,. .•.• 

· (g) The CWB is concerned that the alternative partial divestiture proposed by UGG in 
this Application will no_t adequately remedy the substancial lessening or prevenrion of 
competition arising from the acquisition_ 

_ _ (h) The CWB has a unique perspective on the potential competitive effects of the 
acquisition and the extent to which the partial divestiture proposed by UGG would p.rovide an 
adeq~ateremedy because it is the direct representative of Western Canadian producers_ofwheat 
an~ barley and is a major user of terminal facilities at the Port of Vancouver. 

3. The party whose position CWB intends to support: 

Sased on the materials fi1ed to date with the Competition Tribunal. the CWB intends to 
. generally support the position of the Applicant. 

4. The Official Language to be used: 

English 
. . 

5. At this time, CWB proposes to participate in the proce~dings on the foll~wing basis: 

, (a). ·. -the review of any discovery_ transcrip~ and acc~ss to any di,scovery documents of 
- :the parties to the Applfoatioil (but not direct participation in the discovery-process); · 

{b) the calling of viva voce evidence and the cross-examination of witnesses at the 
hearing of the Application {to the extent not repetitive of the examination and cross-~xamination 

··-of the-parties to the Application); and · -
- . . . . ·. . ·. . . .· ...... · .. · ·. . 

' ' (c) __ ·. the submission oflegal argument at the hearing of the Al>plic~tion· and at any pre:-. 
heari_ng motions amt at prehearing conferences_ · · - · · · · · · · 

-·.- ~- . . ~ 
- . . . . - . - . . 
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DATED at Toronto, Ontario this 19th day of February, 2002 

.· 1401593_1.DOC 

Fraser Milner Casgrain ;LLP 
P.O. Box: 100 
1 First Canadian Place 
Toronto, Ontario 
MSM 1E8 

Attention: 

Telephone: 
Fax: 

Telephone:· 
·Fax: 

Randal T. Hughes 
Susan E. Paul 
(416) 863-4446 
(416) 863-4592 

Bany.Zalmanowitz 
(780) 423-7344 . 
(780) 423-7276 

Solicitor-S for the Canadian Wheat 
Board 

. : ·. 
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TBE COMPETITlON TRIBUNAL 

INTRE MATTEROF1hc Com.petition.kt, R.S.C.1985, c. C·34. as amended; 

AND IN THE MATTER OF the acquisition by the Commissioner of. Competition under 
section 92. of tho Competition Act; 

A.ND JN THE MA1TER OP the acquisition by United Grain Gtowm Limited of Agrlcore 
Cooperative Ltd., a com.psny engaged in the grain handling business. 

BETWEEN: 

90MMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 

AFFIDAVIT OF 
ADRIAN C. MEASNER 

Applicant 

Respondent 

1. I am tbs Executive Vice-Presidem of Marketing for tho Canadian Wheat Board 

("the CWB•') and u such ha.ve knowledae of the maitets hereinafter deposed to, txoept where 

stated to bo on fnformatiOJl end b~ in which case I bclieve thorn to be true. 

Received Tiu F~b.19. I :33PM 
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THE COMPETITION TRIBUNAL 

IN THE l\f.ATTER OF the Competition Act, R.S.C. 1985, c. C-341 ~amended; 
. :. . . . . . . . 

·AND IN TBE MATTER OF the acquisition by the Commissioner of Competition under 
section 92 of the Competition Act; 

AND IN$ l\1A TTER OF the acquisition by United Gtain Growers Limited of Agricore 
Cooperative Ltd., f1 company engaged in the grain handling business. _ · · 

BETWEEN: 
. - ~ .. 

. _. COMMISSIONER OF COMPETITION 

Applicant 

. -AND-

· • UNITED GRAIN GROWERS LIMITED . 

Respondent 

AFFIDAVIT OF. 
ADRIAN C._.MEASNER _ 

. . . ·_ . ~ ~:. ~. 

: 
·; .. 

.. · 1. I am the?Executive Vice-President of Marketing for.the Canadian: Wheat Board • 
. . . . . .·• -· . . . . . ... 

_ ("ili.e CWB'') and as· wch h11ve knowledge .of the matters hor~inaftCr·_deposed t0, _ ei:cept where · 
. . . . .. . . . . ·. . '· 

s~t¢ to be on iilformation and beliefp in which case I believe them. to be true.. . · 

·.· . .;~ . . 
.. ,· 

.. ·.· . . . 

·Received Time Feb:19. J:33PM 

~- .... ; ' . :. 

· .. · ... ··.·{ 
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.. The CariacI.lan Wheat Board 

· .. 2~ The CWs is a producer-controlled marketing organization.· A 1 S-member· Board . 

• ofDirectoTS governs the CWB. Producers from across Western Canada elect ten ofilie Directors 

and the· Governmentof Canada appoints the remaining five (lliclucling the President a.tl<l ~ef 
Ex.ecuti~e officer). The Board of Directors is responsible for the overall governance of the 

. · CoJ:"poration· and its strategic dtrection. 

. ·. 

. • . 3. . . ·. The CWB is a coJ:poration incorporated pursuant to the provisions of the 

. · C~adian ·Wheat Board Act, R.S., c. C-12 (the PCWB A~t") . . · The statutory object of the 
.. ' . " .·.· . . .· .· · .. ·. 

· ·. ·• corpQratioft is to market grain grown in Westem Canada in an orderly maimer in inte:rprovillcial 
. . . .. . . 

: · and ex.p°.rt trade. Its mi~sion is to market quality products and services in o~ to maximize 

retur.nS tO W esteln. Canadian. grain producers. 

·.·.· 4_. : . . The CWB Act and the regulations passed under it give the CWB exc11i9ive 

jurisdi¢on over the purchase and sale of wh~ durum and barley grown in WestenlCmada ~d . 
. uitende.d for export or domestic human consumption ("CWB grains;'). 

. . . . . 

5 . . Producers -deliver their· CWB grains over the· course of the crop year to primaiy : 

. · . elevator compi:inies . that act as handling agent.s for the CWB. The CWB's ·agents issue ·an .. 
11iTiitiai11 payment o~ behalf of the cwB for the grain that each prodilcet deliv~- This payment· · 
. . . ::: - ·. .. . .. · . . .. . - . . . . 

· · reflects the C'WB•s initial priee for th<? particular grain in question·deli~er~ instoce Vancoµv~_ or 

:_ .. : .. = 

·. · ... S~.'.taWrence, l~s .ded~cti9ns. mad~hy the elevat9r agent for U:ansportatio~ related charges·and _··:: ....... · .. 

· .. !. 

: -·h~g. ch~~ (e.g., cle~iri~ primary ~lcw~on, weighing and inspe.c.ti~n, etc.). :!lie initi~ .· ..... 

·. ·. · ... ::p~~6nt ~eiit5. a sl.lhstmitial porti~n ·or the: total paym~t thatpioducers wili reCeive for thclr · 
. . ·- . . . ·. .. . . . . . . .. -. _, - . . . . 

·.· .: . ·_. 

griiin. the ba!an~is distributed through "adjustment" and "interim".payments as:sale8 are inaie 

. : with. a ,;~,,'.·payment b~ing. made gcnerilly within five or six roontl1S of the end pf t;be er~ ' ., . 

. ye~. ··ne C$dian· crap _year runs from August 1st to Jcly 3_1 11t.' AU ,paytiien~ ~.bised. ¢>,;i:·~~ ... '. ,• .... 

·· •·. p~~aJ" t~e; clais, &rade; and -proteinof the grain that the pr~ducor delivers. · .... ' ·• ·_ ·... . •• _·_ •: . 
. - · .. · 

. -
.... 

·; 

. . 

.· · Received Time F·eb.J9. \;33PM 
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All of the money received from the sale of all CWB grain is pooled into one of 

· ... four ''pool accounts" (wheat, durum, barley, and designated or malt barley). After deducting the 

· · · · CWB's operating costs, all of the sales revenue earned by the CWB is returned to producers. 

ThisresµIts in rm1gbly 96 to 98 per cent or more of all sales proceeds being returned to 

_-_producers. The Slllount that each producer ultimately receives f?r its CWB grain is tlie pooled 

_·_· ... price that the CWB is able to obtain during the year on sales of the particular· class> g[ac:ie and .· 
I . . . 

. protein of the grain that the producer delivered, net ~f operating expenses. AnY increase hi the 

· . _operating costs of the CWB rc:Sults in a reduction in the return to producers of CWB grams~ . 

. . . . 

. ·. ·· Grain Comp~les in (Janada · · 

·· · · , 7 ~ . . • ~ companl~s in Canada may be categorized as ''mtegrated" companieS which 

. have.both port and countzy facilities and '1non~integratcd" companies which hav~ only: coun~ . 
facilities. At th~ Port ~f Vancouver there are four integrated comp~es: _·. Asrlcore United, 

.- •. ··· .. Saskat~ewan Whfk.t Pool("SWP"), James Ri~hardson International ("JRI'larid cEJigill C~da 
· , , Ltd. (''Ca-rgill''). It is my understanding that the ownership interests .of these . co1llpimies in 

· termiri.al facilities locatecfin Vancouver are as follows: Agricore -United has tlie United Grain • 
. . . Growers Limited ("UGG") terminal and a partial interesting both Caseadia .Terminal (50%) ~d . · 

- - . .- .. . 

. P~cific,Elevators (70%). SWP has its. own facility and a partial interest in P~ci~~ Ter.mmals 
--. •.- -- . -- - .- . . - - -. - . _- - . . - ... -

(300/u). JR! has its own facility and Cargill has a 50% interest in Cascadi~ Tei.m,inal-. Th~ are a 

·· .. Sew ~nably large non-integrated companies such as Louis ,Dre:Yfus CanadaLtd., N. M. 
. . . . . .. . -.. . .. · - ..... _-··· .. 

fatetson-_&--Sons µnllted1 Parrish &Heiml:>ecker ~ted ari4.conagra Gralli·.cah,adi· ;Fhially, 

th~ Ste: a_ nwnber:of_s1ruill non-integrated companies, most ·c;r :which ()Wn:a _sfugle grain 

•·. <- · ..• 'hmxlliiigfa.~tj;:~·the ~lintry, Many ofthea~ single·point ¢leVlrto~-~~~~~s aie-~epreseitkd 
·.· l?ytha !111and Tenninals ~oclation of Canada Non~mtegretted Sr~ c(>mpanies. <k?en4 orithe .. 

. · · foUr -~egnrted gt8in COillpaniesfor access to port temililal facilities·. 
. . : .. ~ . . ·. _.: .. _.. 

' _ ... 
. . : : 

.8. The -CWB conducts business with both integrated· and ~~n-int~gr~d, Srain 

· cl:JinP~es· ·. ·-.:· 

.·.·. ,· 

• ! . 
... 

: :· .. ·. . 

.. ··. · .. · ·_.· .:·-· 

_,. · ... 

. i: .. 
..· 

· .. ·.·: 

ReceivedTiineFeb.19. J:33PM 
.. ·-.. 

.~ .. ' . 
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9. . Integrated companies can determine the economic viability of non"'.integrated 

compames through their ownership of terminal elevators. The ability. of· a· non-integrated 

company to conipete for the farmers> grain in W estem Canada often depends on: (a) thidevel of 
. ~ . . --· - .. - . . -

diversion payments paid out to non-integrated grain companies in retinn for the processing of 

. ·. the~ orlginations a~ port, and (b) the granting of terminal a.uthorizati(m to unload_noil~integrated 
· · comp~es, · cars at pOrt. Ownership of the port terminal faciliti~ -. can . th¢tefore a:ff~ct 
comp~tiveness throughout the grain industry. 

-.·'Grain TerminslFacllltles at the Port ofVancou'Ver 
- -·.. . . - . ' -

.. 10. .- . __ The port terotlnal grain handling services in the Port ofV~couv~ are esseI1tial to 

.·.·.the c\Y!i•s op~~ns~ ·In each of the crop years 1999-2000 ~d2000~2001) ari av~age of8.9 
·.' - .. __ . - .. - - _- - - . . . . . 

rilillioti. tonne~ or" CWB grains passed th.Tough these facilities, accowting for aPProxinuttely 

.. ·· 47.5.o/apercent.bfCWB_grains exported. The Vancouver facilities in.which the mc;rged-:entity 

. Agp~~e unit~d Wirt h&ve a complete. or partial· interest (Pacific-.Terminals~. UGG·T~ an~ 
,_ . Cl!Scadi~ TenninBlY collectiv~ly" handled an average of 62.5% of alr CWS g(ain unloads in· . 

· V a,ncouver in both pf those years. 

11. . Tiiere is Jinllted ability to shift tollllllge of cWs grain b~~ei:Ithe' Port of 

.·• Vancouver and other ~dian or u.~. ports in an attempt to otiharice tenmnal competition at 
.· . ', . -· . -··- . ·- - - . .. . , . · .. · . 

•. ·V~col:tver.··W~t qc;a.stp~ yield the greatest returru; f<?rWes1em p~od~ of CWBigrmti and 
' .. ·- . .. - . - '· ·- . . - ·. - . . . ·.. . - . . 

· · . th~ u8e :of aitemafut~_faQlitics results irt rcdueed returns for tjioso producei-s. 
·· .. __ -- ... 

·. _:::· 

· li. _ · -.·. :The ~CWB's IO~year forecast of Canadian grain .and ,oilS~.-.~om( Sli<J~s an 
- . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 

. ov~. m~rease fo_ ahllost 27 MT by 2008-2009 and. a portion of thls' increase in ·trade is 
·. . ' . . . . ~ .. · .. · . . . . . 

. . , ·.; .,. 

- projected fr> cc)me from markets which have traditiorially been ~erv~ tbi:ough:·West coast ports, .. · .. _ .. . . . . 
. .·. . . '- . •. . -... ; . . ' . ' . ·. . . . . . . . 

·::_ .. ·· .. · ... _, 

fucludfug. Vmoouv~~ AecoTdingly~ the: Port of Varicou\rer is expected t0 r~ an.hnportmrt . .r- _- · 

- . eXpcht'ooiridor for·fiie saie-ofCWB graing. . . .• - . -.. 
. . . . . . . ~ . . . : . '. . . ·' . .· .. ·._ .. :: : ' 

. ·-. 
::-:·. 

. ·-.··: .. 

.·.- . ·:··· 
.•. -. :-..:·· .· 

·, 

: Received Ti in e F eh. I 9 . I : 3 3 PM 
-.-···'. 
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The Anti-Competitive Effect on the Canadls.n Wheat Board of a Partial Divestiture of the 
Pacific Complex 

13. As I understand it, the Commissioner and the Respondent have agreed for the 

p\lrposes of this Application that the acquisition by UGG of Agricore Cooperative Ltd. is likely 

to prevent or lessen competition substantially in the market for port terminal grain htUidling 
. . . . .. ·. 

services in the Port of Vancouver. The CWB is concerned that any further consolidati~n of the 

terminal eapacity at the ·Port of Vancouver will further enhance the market power which now 

· exists in that market, adversely impacting access to facilities, prices, and quality of service both 

at the Port ofVa.ticouver1 and upstream at the c6untry or primary grain elevator level. 

14. I believe that existing market power at the Port of Vancouver already manifests 
. . . . . . . 

itself in the -temiinals1 posted tariffs,. which have been rising continuously for· the past :several 
. .. . . . . . - . 

. . 

years .. These tariffs are a significant cost to the CWB and its producers. For example, F()B. 
. . . . . . 

charges alone are in the range .of $8 to $10 per tonne and every tonne of CWB gram that passes 

thr9Ugh.~a temrinal in V~cou~er is subject to an FOB charge" This is in addition~ tellmnal 

.. tarlffs:for-Ym:ious servi;es and programs that the CWB requests and in addition u»~ tariffs 

for "Wcrighing and inspecti~n. and cleaning that producers pay when they d~liver their CWB :gram_ 
. .· . . . . ~- . . . . . . 

. to the . elevators in the. country. Any increase in terminal tariffs_ of any kind will ul~tely 
. . . 

impact the return.to producers either directly, when they deliver their grain in the oountry, or 

.indkectly~ through. loyter pool distributions resulting from increased .operating co_sts ·f~r ·the 

.CWB. 

.- . . .-· . . . . . 
. . . . . . - . 

15~ · . ·. Market power at the Port of Vancouver also mahifests itself in _the unwillingnes$ . 

· · of°the. integrated ~meames to ~er indiVidual terminal agreements wifu th~ CWJ3 .. To date, the 

·· · CWB . h~: indiVidual tenninal agreements with only two temrlnals, Hudson Bay Terminals 

({)uµli~) in the Port of ChmchiU and Mission Terminals iri fue Port. of.Thunda ~ay . 
. ·. s1grrifi~tly; both facilities are owned by indep(:Ildc:nt op~~s that do not own col1IlUy 

·. facilities.. I:n the fall , of 2oPO~ the CWB proposed the implementation of md!Vi.dual :temrinaJ. 
:> · iigre#~ \Vittitbe_.in~ted compDni~ .in the Pon· Of Vartcotiver. fu' s~ceif}r·a gu~tecii i_c~cl . 

·. · .· ..... : Qf't~ si)~c~ an_d nmnbci of CWB unloadS for a negotiated tatC?. The CWB'~ Willhtgn~ss to 
•• • • • •• • •• •• •• - •• • • • # - - •• • • 

-· ""' eiit~· ;into slich agreem~ts has been repeated on a number of occri.sjons Since· an~ :the owners of. 

·' 

.. - . 
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"- these facilities have clearly acknowledged the CWB's desire to enter such agreements. To d~ 

· however, the tertninals have resisted entering . into negotiations individually and the CWB has 

he.d to deal with the terminals as· a group in order to reach an arrangement assuring the CWB 

. access to port tCrmina1 grain facilities at Vancouver. 

16. The CWB is. particularly concerned that the alternative partial cliv~t:ure · 

proposed by UOO in this Application will not adequately remedy the substantial lessening or 

prevention of competition arising from the acquisition and that it could h8.ve a. substantial effect 

on competition including increases in prices ·for utilizing terminal facilities. reduced access to . 

. tennina.l ·facilities for non:-integrated grain companies, and the lessening of competition in, the 

country if the diversion payments currently offered by terminals to non-integrated facilities are . 
. . 

.. redU.Ced or emnmated. Ultim~y these would have an adverse impact on the farmers whom the . . . . . 

CWfS rept:e$en1:S • 

. 17. The CWB believes that Pacific 1 Terminal may not be able to compete on ·an . 

·. . econoiriicaJ.iy viable basis as a stand-alone facility. We are concerned that there ar~ a numb~ of · 

pot~ti8.llyserlous shortcomings to Pacific l Ter:millal as a sta:nd~alone facility. · Basoo on the 

· . infmmation .· currently llVailable, our . primary concerns are that . Pacific i · T enninal's rail . ear 

.· sp()tting. and unloading . capabilities are inadequate and that it has insufficlent storage space. 

Ensuring proper unload ·and.storage capacity is a critical issue for the. viability of any tenninal 
facility .. 

18~ For these rea.Sons.. the CWB believes that the diveStiture of '.Pacific 1 Tenninal 

-. alone is not an·_ adequate re1lledy and _that a. divestiture as proposed by: the. Co~ssioner ~s 
. . - ~ . . 

require~L 

·. ' ' 

·Unique Penpecdve of the Canadio Wheat Board 

i-•. 

.. 19. . . . . . 1'h~ CWB has a Unique perspective o~ the potential c0mpetitive effects .of the. . .. 

. . · ~tion:arid the extent to~ Vlmch the partiBl divestiture proposed .by trGG.~ould. ~roVide ~an . , ·:. . .... ~ .. 

,._ -. 

. . . . . 

Received-Tim~ Feb·d9. J:33PM 
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adequate remedy because it is the direct representative of W estem Canadian producers of wheat· 

and barley and is a major user of terminal facilities at the Port of Vancouver. 

Extent of Intervention 

20 . It is not the current intention of tho CWB to adduce evidence at the hearing of this 
. Application. However, the C~ wishes to preserve its right to do so, and to cross-examine 

witriesses at the hearing should circumstances arise which affect its interests. 

Purpose of Affidavit 

21. I make this affidavit in support of the request of the Canadian Wheat Board for 

leave to intervene and not for any improper purpose. 

SWORN BEFORE ME at the City of 
Winnipeg, Manitoba this 19th day 
of February, 2002 

l/J01581_t.noc 

Received Time Feb.19. 1:33PM 
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/.L . 1-v1 __ .. . .. 
~._I··'-~· 
Adrlan·C. Mea.sner 

... _.· .. 
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